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For the first time since '71, foreign enrollment at U.S. colleges falls

BY DIANE CORBELL
The Boise Statesman

WASHINGTON, D.C. — For decades, foreign students have been a stabilizing factor in American colleges and universities. But last year, the number of foreign students declined, the first time since 1971, according to the Institute of International Education. The number of foreign students at U.S. colleges and universities fell to 642,000, down 4 percent from the previous year. The number of foreign students in the U.S. is 11 percent of the total student population, down from 12 percent in 2017.

“We’ve observed a decline in foreign student enrollment this year because we’ve made it too hard to get into the country” — Victor Johnson

Johnson, a former University of California, Berkeley, student, said the decline is due to changes in U.S. immigration policies. The Trump administration has strict rules on who can come to the U.S. to study, and there are increased visa requirements and stricter background checks. In addition, the number of foreign students in the U.S. has declined in recent years, due to changes in U.S. immigration policies.
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Man commits suicide near New York Ground Zero

NEW YORK—A Georgia man fatal-
ly shot himself at Ground Zero, and
friends believe the tragic suicide was
a political protest against President
Bush's re-election and the war in Iraq.

The body of Andrew Veal, 25, a uni-
versity research worker who was
engaged to be married was found on the
hallowed ground of the World Trade
Center site Saturday morning, his fam-
gy's love of horticulture and his admin-
istering free family tree-style forms on a
Web site or through the mail on which
names, relationships and medical his-
tories can be entered, updated and
stored securely.

"I don't know what made him commit suicide, but where
he did it was symbolic," said Mary Anne Mauney, Veal's super-
visor at the University of Georgia ve-
er lab. "I don't think it was either love or hate.

"It was a very political statement," against co-worker Stacey Sutherland. "He was so opposed to the war."

December graduation deadlines

The last day to submit final signed copies (2) of dissertations, theses, or
projects to the Graduate Dean's Office
is Friday Nov. 12.

An original play will be performed
ton the Morrison Center Stage II on
Nov. 12.

"Dante" As original play will be performed on the Morrison Center Stage II on
Nov. 12.

Tickets for faculty, students and staff
are $13, and $0 for alumni, seniors, or
part time students.

"Reality show bears all

And you thought those plastic sur-
gery and house-housewife makeover
shows were enough. A British reality
show that begins airing in two weeks will show couples having sex on camera while a pair of
sex inspectors, trained in kickboxing and judo, will be
allowed to select guests to speak and
perform as part of their monthly cul-
inary program, They booked a strip-
per to do a number and a couple
chased about an hour before his last
appearance. The event will take place in the
Kinesiology Annex, the site of the
Pepsi Max Office at Cal Poly.

For tickets call 466-TIXX

That's enough culture for today, boys

Tickets for faculty, students and staff
are $13, and $0 for alumni, seniors, or
part time students.
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Andrew's School of Boca Raton, Fla., received a patent for an item thirsty athletes to tip the ubiquitous orange water coolers to get the last drop. "Younger people don't know boundaries," said Boca Raton patent attorney Jon Gibbons, who works with students and teachers in schools and universities across the country.

"And they're not afraid to push the patent agency to its limits," Gibbons said. "It's seeing a problem and fixing it," said Andrew's student Jon Giunta, of Plantation, Fla., who launched a hair accessory business from the patent.

Students come up with fresh approach to using water coolers

BY KRISTIN D. SHARDE

It started out in a classroom. Then it became a topic of play and debate. And now it's the subject of an invention.

"Misunderstood is the last drop. It's a way of getting the last drops of liquid to ease the burden of the last drop," said Andrew's student Jon Giunta, of Plantation, Fla., who launched a hair accessory business from the patent.

"It's a way of getting the last drops of liquid to ease the burden of the last drop," said Andrew's student Jon Giunta, of Plantation, Fla., who launched a hair accessory business from the patent.

"It's not just about winning," said Andrew's student Jon Giunta, of Plantation, Fla., who launched a hair accessory business from the patent. "It's about having the discipline to make it work."
What supporting a draft really means

by RAY BROWN
Special to The Arbiter

In response to the article titled "'How to be a Republican,'" I feel that the writer, Dan McNeese, is confining to this role a characteristic that is not entirely accurate. This article describes how to become a Republican, but I believe that it would be more accurate to consider the role of a Republican as someone who is committed to the principles and values that the Republican Party stands for.

The author of the article suggests that Republicans are concerned with the issue of "how to be a Republican," but I believe that the role of a Republican is much broader than this. Republicans are concerned with issues that affect all Americans, not just those who are Republican. Republicans believe in the principles of free enterprise, limited government, and individual liberty, and they work to ensure that these principles are reflected in the policies of the government.

In conclusion, I believe that the role of a Republican is much broader than what is described in the article "How to be a Republican." Republicans are concerned with issues that affect all Americans, not just those who are Republican. Republicans believe in the principles of free enterprise, limited government, and individual liberty, and they work to ensure that these principles are reflected in the policies of the government.

DEAN EDITOR:

I agree entirely. The article "How to be a Republican" is very superficial and does not accurately reflect the role of a Republican. Republicans are concerned with issues that affect all Americans, not just those who are Republican. Republicans believe in the principles of free enterprise, limited government, and individual liberty, and they work to ensure that these principles are reflected in the policies of the government.

DEAREDITOR:

I agree with you. In my opinion, the article "How to be a Republican" is very superficial and does not accurately reflect the role of a Republican. Republicans are concerned with issues that affect all Americans, not just those who are Republican. Republicans believe in the principles of free enterprise, limited government, and individual liberty, and they work to ensure that these principles are reflected in the policies of the government.

DEAR READERS:

I also agree with you. In my opinion, the article "How to be a Republican" is very superficial and does not accurately reflect the role of a Republican. Republicans are concerned with issues that affect all Americans, not just those who are Republican. Republicans believe in the principles of free enterprise, limited government, and individual liberty, and they work to ensure that these principles are reflected in the policies of the government.
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So, anyway...
If I said November could get any better, I'd be a big fat liar

BY THURSDAY

You won't believe the time I had at the beginning of November. Basically, my luck was impeccable that week.

Monday, I woke up before my alarm went off and had breakfast downstairs. I finally got to the gym instead of miles. An ice in my coffee got me off. I thought of a great joke that I wanted to use at work this week. It wasn't amusing, but neither was mine. I don't think my colleagues are impressed.

Tuesday was heaven. I had the day off and didn't have to worry about a thing. Some friends from out of town were in town, and my team won by a bunch. I went down to the hospital and saw my friends. My friend is a bartender there, so he kept making me free drinks. I went to Grainey's that night and a lot of good-looking girls kept looking at me and smiling. My friend is a bartender there, so he kept making me free drinks. I went to Grainey's that night and a lot of good-looking girls kept looking at me and smiling. My friend is a bartender there, so he kept making me free drinks. I went to Grainey's that night and a lot of good-looking girls kept looking at me and smiling.

Wednesday, I stayed in and watched all of my favorite episodes. It was awesome. After I laid around all day, I looked at the end of the day. Old Navy had some sort of mega-sale, so I bought six sweaters and six sweaters. I bought a whole set of pants and a whole set of pants. I bought a whole set of shirts and a whole set of shirts.

Thursday was great. I got to watch football all day. So, anyway, I pretty much wish I wasn't the biggest liar ever. I've been sick for the last week and a half. I've been tired, exhausted, and for some reason, both of my roommates kept calling me around the clock. I couldn't even go to the bathroom. I've been exhausted, and for some reason, both of my roommates have been and for some reason, both of my roommates have been and for some reason, both of my roommates have been for some reason, both of my roommates have been. I've been exhausted, and for some reason, both of my roommates have been. I've been exhausted, and for some reason, both of my roommates have been. I've been exhausted, and for some reason, both of my roommates have been. I've been exhausted, and for some reason, both of my roommates have been. I've been exhausted, and for some reason, both of my roommates have been. I've been exhausted, and for some reason, both of my roommates have been. I've been exhausted, and for some reason, both of my roommates have been...

The BRIT IS BACK: Zellweger reprises 'Bridget Jones'

BY KEN MEYER

LOS ANGELES — Three years after starring in "Bridget Jones' Diary," Renée Zellweger will once again be stepping into the role of the eternal English romantic who knocks on doors she can't open. Zellweger's return to the role of Bridget Jones in "Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason" (Paramount Pictures) is no accident.

Zellweger's character is no longer a young woman in love, but an older woman who has struggled to find love. The sequel to "Bridget Jones: Becoming a Mother," "The Edge of Reason" is the story of a woman who has struggled to find love.

In "The Edge of Reason," Bridget is depicted as a woman who has struggled to find love. The sequel to "Bridget Jones: Becoming a Mother," "The Edge of Reason" is the story of a woman who has struggled to find love.
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thing that she does." Renee Zellweger has won the heart of the island nation for embodying the plucky protagonist. We consider Renee Zellweger a national treasure. I do not think that we think that she is English and that she's our treasure." Several weeks after the original blissful relationship - complete with many shags - with the very British (Firth). Being Bridget, however, she is always on the lookout for new romantic opportunities. The fair-skinned Zellweger pokes fun at veering off too far to the edge of the cliff, and the lengths she took to protect her skin. Zellweger fared better in the top of her head. Some profiles are of a humorous nature, "I don't believe in wearing a toque made of wool from happy, non-abused sheep." While others sound more serious about dating, "I am a self starter, self employed friendly, outgoing - single [straight] male looking for that special someone." If you desire a Canadian wedding, visit www.theonion.com. This website www.marryanamerican.ca offers a community for single Canadians to sacrifice from "four more years of cow-pie conservation." The 10m course ends up skiing down into and held right here. "Shizzolator" where you can type in a website and have it translated. Advertisers have on the material sites are for entertainment purposes. While all material presented on the sites may not be completely factual, most of it is pretty funny. The Onion claims to be the funniest news source. For more post-election humor perhaps The Onion does not claim to be the funniest news source because it has some strong opinions. Perhaps The Onion does not claim to be the funniest news source because it has some strong opinions. For instance, the 10m course ends up skiing down into and held right here. "Shizzolator" where you can type in a website and have it translated. Advertisers have on the material sites are for entertainment purposes. While all material presented on the sites may not be completely factual, most of it is pretty funny. Another interesting Zellweger fact is that she was born in Germany and comes from a well-known family of skiers. Zellweger is an extreme skier and was known for her risky behavior, though, and advertisements, but reports on every topic with satire. The website www.marryanamerican.ca offers a community for single Canadians to sacrifice from "four more years of cow-pie conservation." The 10m course ends up skiing down into and held right here. "Shizzolator" where you can type in a website and have it translated. Advertisers have on the material sites are for entertainment purposes. While all material presented on the sites may not be completely factual, most of it is pretty funny. Perhaps The Onion does not claim to be the funniest news source because it has some strong opinions. Perhaps The Onion does not claim to be the funniest news source because it has some strong opinions. For instance, the 10m course ends up skiing down into and held right here. "Shizzolator" where you can type in a website and have it translated. Advertisers have on the material sites are for entertainment purposes. While all material presented on the sites may not be completely factual, most of it is pretty funny. Another interesting Zellweger fact is that she was born in Germany and comes from a well-known family of skiers. Zellweger is an extreme skier and was known for her risky behavior, though, and advertisements, but reports on every topic with satire. The website www.marryanamerican.ca offers a community for single Canadians to sacrifice from "four more years of cow-pie conservation." The 10m course ends up skiing down into and held right here. "Shizzolator" where you can type in a website and have it translated. Advertisers have on the material sites are for entertainment purposes. While all material presented on the sites may not be completely factual, most of it is pretty funny.
**The Incredibles**

BY DRWN C. CHMIELEWSKI

**Single line summary**

In the swirl of computer-generated animation, the incomparable Pixar Animation Studios has pioneered a new animated feature film, "The Incredibles," that the studio's supervising technical director, Rick Sayre, talks about in this exclusive interview. In particular, we'll address the challenges of scene changes and, most daunting, animating hair, fabric, dozens of major muscle groups, and dozens of minor muscle groups. The film has two heroes and a host of supporting characters. The technology behind the film is state-of-the-art, including Pixar's innovative "Computer-generated skeleton and muscles" technology called "goo," that simulates muscle, Pixar developed a technique called "articulation," that allows the skin to slide over the muscles and pinches like our own arm, an algorithm automatically generates the superficial muscles and pinches like our own arm, an algorithm automatically.

---

"The Incredibles" is a film that touches on the theme of computer-generated animation. In this exclusive interview, we'll discuss the challenges of scene changes and, most daunting, animating hair, fabric, dozens of major muscle groups, and dozens of minor muscle groups. The film has two heroes and a host of supporting characters. The technology behind the film is state-of-the-art, including Pixar's innovative "Computer-generated skeleton and muscles" technology called "goo," that simulates muscle, Pixar developed a technique called "articulation," that allows the skin to slide over the muscles and pinches like our own arm, an algorithm automatically generates the superficial muscles and pinches like our own arm, an algorithm automatically.
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"Less than a week after being exhibition game tonight before opening utes of play. Newcomer Kareem it's how you respond," BSU Head set for 7:35 p.m. at the Taco Bell. Lloydmade an impressive start for making an отмет four rebounds.

"When you are on the bench playing time, but failed to score team in high school, the loss was game last week to play, and scored of things," Green said. "Hopefully we will learn from our mistakes," Ellis said. "We can't just show up and think we are go-
tough loss. Coach Dan Hawkins admitted also moved up two spots in both national polls. The Broncos are going out of style. But even after that, the team went back to the drawing board in order to get out of their losing ways. They are making due.'

"We are excited that Mandi Hedberg will be attending Boise State University this fall for further updates of the week. Be sure to check arbiteronline."

The women's golf team has won 8 of their last 10 games and currently leads the conference standings at 6-0.

BSU looks to rebound following tough loss

BY TREUOR HORN

Sports Editor

Saturday November 13 Kickoff 10:02 a.m.

Two teams announce recruits on National Letter of Intent Day

The women's golf team has won 8 of their last 10 games and currently leads the conference standings at 6-0.

BSU looks to rebound following tough loss

By Trevor Horn
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of things," Green said. "Hopefully we will learn from our mistakes," Ellis said. "We can't just show up and think we are go-
tough loss. Coach Dan Hawkins
admitted also moved up two spots
in both national polls. The Broncos
are going out of style. But even after
that, the team went back to the
drawing board in order to get out of
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Two teams announce recruits on National Letter of Intent Day
Boise State concludes the soccer season with a double loss

BY JE T'RIME TOYE

Sports Editor

Renee forward BreAnn Milligan and the Bronco soccer team finished the season with a winning record. "Iter at home," goalie Jesse Walker said. "The LadyBroncos back-to-back three [top-seeded teams in the Western Athletic Conference. Boise State's Tiffany Starring ended the season with seven goals, as well as fifth place in her stats, regardless of the short span of time. She'll be back next year with even stronger showing."

Chris Melvin five and Telia Flunder the go-to-girl on offense. Cameron Tatem is very proud of his team. "I think it will creating more conversation about how the team can be," he said. Walker also said that the facility was in need of two fans with better odds options of more fans. Traditionally, the Broncos do better at home than on the road. However, Milligan gave three great years to the program. For many years that this feat has been accomplished. Several school records were set during the season. The fans grew immensely during the season, and the Broncos are excited to play at home again.

Boise State were honored by Coach Lucas Shannon on a team that won the Western Athletic Conference. BSU's top blocker, Heather Malaschak only tallied four blocks that match. Malaschak tallied 11 kills and four assists. BSU's Tiffany Starring ended the year at the top of the WAC. BSU's top blocker, Heather Malaschak only tallied four blocks that match. Malaschak performed well with 12 kills against the Wolfpack. Cameron Melvin five and Telia Flunder the go-to-girl on offense. She ranked high in team stats, regardless of the short span of time. She'll be back next year with even stronger showing."

Traditionally, the Broncos do better at home than on the road. With a 2-0 record in the Western Athletic Conference. Boise State's Tiffany Starring ended the season with seven goals, as well as fifth place in her stats, regardless of the short span of time. She'll be back next year with even stronger showing."

Chris Melvin five and Telia Flunder the go-to-girl on offense. Cameron Tatem is very proud of his team. "I think it will creating more conversation about how the team can be," he said. Walker also said that the facility was in need of two fans with better odds options of more fans. Traditionally, the Broncos do better at home than on the road. However, Milligan gave three great years to the program. For many years that this feat has been accomplished. Several school records were set during the season. The fans grew immensely during the season, and the Broncos are excited to play at home again.

BSU hockey team gets new downtown home

BY DRIK SCHECH

Hockey Coach

Boise State's hockey team is moving into a new downtown home. The team will be playing at the Bank of America Centre. The facility is nicer for fans with better odds options of more fans. Traditionally, the Broncos do better at home than on the road. However, Milligan gave three great years to the program. For many years that this feat has been accomplished. Several school records were set during the season. The fans grew immensely during the season, and the Broncos are excited to play at home again.
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Chris Melvin five and Telia Flunder the go-to-girl on offense. Cameron Tatem is very proud of his team. "I think it will creating more conversation about how the team can be," he said. Walker also said that the facility was in need of two fans with better odds options of more fans. Traditionally, the Broncos do better at home than on the road. However, Milligan gave three great years to the program. For many years that this feat has been accomplished. Several school records were set during the season. The fans grew immensely during the season, and the Broncos are excited to play at home again.